GENERAL

Our records indicate that some 1986 XLH model motorcycles may have been assembled with "soft" jiffy stand catches. The "soft" metal condition may allow the square on the jiffy stand to rotate in the catch and allow the motorcycle to tip.

VIN RANGE OF MOTORCYCLES AFFECTED

CAM110226 through 115879
CAN113128 through 115876

CHECKING FOR SOFT CATCHES

See Figure 1. Inspect all motorcycles at your dealership and those you have sold that are in the VIN range listed above for excessive lean angle while resting on jiffy stand. Also examine the leading edge on the catch that contacts the frame.

Any gouging or metal displacement at this location indicates the catch is soft and must be replaced. Order Harley-Davidson Part No. 50038-84.

JIFFY STAND REPAIR

REPLACING CATCH

1. See Figure 1. Support motorcycle and remove bolt (1), lockwasher (2) and washer (3).

2. Remove catch (4) and replace with properly hardened catch, Harley-Davidson Part No. 50038-84.

3. Install hardware removed in step 1 and tighten bolt (1) to 18-20 ft-lbs torque.

Upon completion of this repair, submit a properly completed warranty claim form, using labor code 2400. You will be credited for the part along with 0.2 hour labor for each vehicle repaired. This credit will cover the cost of labor and claim processing.